
At BookNook, we are committed to equipping schools with a scalable network  
of tutors supporting K–8 students nationwide.

Every high-impact tutoring session is conducted by a vetted adult using research based materials 

written by expert educators. Our synchronous learning solution sets students up for success, matching 

them with tutors dedicated for the duration of the instructional cycle.

FREQUENT + CONSISTENT: At least  

2–3 sessions per week, 30 minutes

RELATIONSHIPS: Well-trained,  

consistent tutors. One-on-one,  

face-to-face, or small group

HIGH-QUALITY INSTRUCTIONAL  

MATERIALS (HQIM): Aligned to  

standards and based on research

DATA + PROGRESS MONITORING:  

Informed instruction and impact  

measurement of the program
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Qualified + Trained
BookNook tutors are selected for their expertise  

and diverse skills. Requirements include being  

over 18, U.S. citizenship or permanent residency, at 

least three years of teaching or tutoring experience 

(one year with a Bachelor's degree), and preferred 

online teaching experience. All tutors go through 
BookNook Tutor Certification and may participate  
in ongoing professional development.
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BookNook’s  
Tutor Excellence Consistent + Committed

BookNook tutors sign up for the entire 

implementation cycle, not single 

appointments. Our tutors are carefully 

screened, vetted, and certif ied prior to 

their f irst session with students.
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Effective + Efficient + Equitable
Third-party research shows with effective 

and consistent virtual tutors leveraging 

research-backed instructional materials, 

BookNook significantly increases student 

performance in as little as ten weeks.

Students engaging in 20+ BookNook 
sessions achieve nearly ten percentile 
points  higher in reading skills than  
non-users in only 10 weeks!

The diversity of BookNook 

tutors more closely 

matches the demographics 

of public school students.

Our tutors reflect the 
communities they serve.
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 BookNook Tutors
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Watch our  
BookNook Tutors  
in action!


